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studio drummer offers excellent results without any of the bother of a plug-in. it offers a library of 4,700 drum
samples and over 500 professionally recorded and mastered drum kits. each kit features a punchy kick drum,
tight snare and tom kicks as well as a top-notch cymbal. for example, the snare and hi-hat samples offer a
very similar attack to the live recordings. the kick samples are also true to the original. the top hats have an
authentic attack and decay, and the ride cymbals are distorted and have a nice sizzle. in addition, the studio
drums include a variety of processed samples. the studio drums are particularly useful for recording the
sound of a live session. studio drummer gives you the flexibility to choose from a wide range of professional
mics including a room mic, plus a mono and stereo microphone. switch between the microphones and adjust
the sound of each drum and cymbal. for example, the stereo room mic lets you adjust room sounds like
footsteps and car horns, plus you can use the mono mic to record a great kick drum. studio drummer includes
a hybrid plug-in format that lets you record, mix and produce with the same great tools. when you import a
drum sample, its level is automatically adjusted for optimum results. adjust the sample parameters. in other
words, it lets you edit the sound of the sample in the same way as a plug-in. it also includes an easy-to-use
mixer with a big fader for each drum, and an effects section with filters, reverb and eq. however, you can use
these effects with any project. studio drummer is perfect for any producer who wants to start their drum
production at the highest quality. the easy-to-use mixer lets you adjust the sound of each drum, and the
professional starter kit will be enough to get started.
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search tab is an indispensable tool for songwriters looking to lay down the backbone of their track
immediately. there is a button within the search tabs window called tap 2 find, where you can tap in a rhythm

using your mouse or connected midi controller. once you have tapped in your rhythm, ezdrummer 2 will
automatically quantize the groove and display similar groove presets from the built-in list. automation tab is
an essential tool for the audio engineer. automation allows the user to automate the volume and pan of each

track within studio drummer, giving the user the ability to create a drum machine in their own studio. the
program offers a complete range of highly realistic drums. with the ability to choose from different styles,

such as classic rock, jazz, classic fusion, and even country, the choice is yours. all of these features are
wrapped in an easy to use interface. also included are modern instruments and samples for the most up-to-

date sounds. there is a tightness parameter in the bottom pane where you can adjust the playing style of the
drummer, for instance, if you want the groove to be behind the beat which might suit a more bluesy

composition, simply turn the knob towards the left. the right will create the opposite effect and tighten the
style, feeling like the drummer is playing slightly ahead of the beat. native instruments studio drummer
provides pieces on a plate, with over 3,500 drum patterns and fillers in a variety of styles and styles. all
grooves are registered directly to studio drummer, for 100 percent realism. native instruments studio

drummer is the realization of a perfect drum player in software. this is the only product of its kind built on the
remarkable new feature of kontakt 5, the most powerful sampling machine in the world, which has been

specifically configured to provide the energy needed by studio drummer. 5ec8ef588b
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